
ABW6 Washbasin 
Pre-Install Instructions

Fixing and Positioning

The unit is fixed to the wall and secured in 4 locations with appropriate fixings. 

The wall MUST be load bearing (strong enough to carry 100kgs at each fixing) or reinforced to OpeMed  
specification.

If special reinforcement is needed; either noggins as shown above or 25mm (1 inch) marine or exterior 
plywood should be used to cover the fixing area (750mm wide and 1500mm high), securely screwed to the 
wall every 200mm and supported by and in contact with the floor.

Walls need to be plumb, flat and clear of obstructions from 200mm to 1950mm above the floor. 

The wall decoration must be COMPLETE prior to installation. 

This unit CANNOT be fitted to (GYPFRAME ™) metal stud frame or similar type stud wall .

Please Note: Due to the complexity of different building methods OpeMed do not supply installation fixings and anchors.
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Plumbing
We require Hot and cold washing machine type isolation valves 15mm with 3/4” BSP outlet fixed 125mm 
to the LEFT of the centreline in positions shown above. The valves should be parallel to the wall and point-
ing upwards with the top of the valves 150mm from the floor. The feed pipes from these valves will be 
enclosed in 50mm deep by 75mm wide trunking installed by our engineer.

A 32mm waste is required 80mm to the RIGHT of the centreline and no more than130mm from the floor 
to the centre of the pipe. This pipe can be routed through the wall, floor or from either side but MUST be 
positioned at low level.

Figs 2a to 2c
Show the water supply plumbing options for the Washbasin. The supply configuration in Fig 6a can be 
from either side. In all circumstances the top of the supply valves must not be above 150mm from the 
floor.

Figs 3a to 3c
Show the waste plumbing options for the Washbasin. In all circumstances the top of the waste pipe 
must not be above 150mm.
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Figs 6a to 6c
Show the water supply plumbing options for the Washbasin. The supply configuration in 
Fig 6a can be from either side. In all circumstances the top of the supply valves must not 
be above 150mm from the floor..
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Figs 6a to 6c
Show the water supply plumbing options for the Washbasin. The supply configuration in 
Fig 6a can be from either side. In all circumstances the top of the supply valves must not 
be above 150mm from the floor..
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Electrics
A flush mounted 230 volt, 1.25kW flex outlet, located at 1100mm from the floor on the centreline of the 
unit supplied by a protected fused spur is required.
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Electrics
A.C. Input 230 volt , 50/60Hz, 1.25kW. D.C. Output 24v  8 Amps

Length 700mm Width 750mm to 1200mm

Height Range
Basin Top - 580mm Lowest 1030mm Highest - Approx

Machine Height
From the floor to the top of the spine 1495mm- Lowest 1945mm - Highest

Water Pressures
Standard taps need a minimum water pressure of 0.1 bar and a maximum of 10 bar.

If a TMV valve is specified for the sink a minimum water pressure of 0.2 bar is required on both hot 
and cold with a maximum differential of 5:1.

Technical Information

Dimensions 
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